OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: 

STATE OFFICES

FEDERAL OFFICES

COUNTRY OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND
VICE-PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PAUL
Republican

COUNTY COMMISSIONER
DISTRICT 6
VOTE FOR ONE

JOHN COONEY

BARRACK OBAMA AND JOE
BIDEN
Democrat-Farmer-Labor

JAN JAMIE CALLISON

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND
NINA CLAIRENDEAU
Independent

THREE RIVERS PARK
COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 4
VOTE FOR ONE

HIS HALDER AND MATT
GONZALEZ
Independent

DOUGLAS WEDER

ROGER CACERO AND
ALVYN KENNEDY
Socialist Workers

DALE WOODBRIGE

FRANK BARR AND WAYNE A.
ROOT
Libertarian

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
DISTRICT 1
VOTE FOR ONE

CRAIG H. CASTLE

CROCK HALLIWELL AND
FARRELL CASTLE
Conservative

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
DISTRICT 2
VOTE FOR ONE

Tom M. Boice

U.S. SENATOR
VOTE FOR ONE

BRIAN BARNES
Democrat

JAMES WISER

DEAN BARKLEY
Independent

RICHARD A. KLATTS

NORM COLEMAN
Republican

RAVEN VROONACOFF

A. FRANKER
National Liberty

BERN FORELL

CHARLES ALDRICH
Democratic-Farmer-Labor


JAMES MENNECK
Conservative

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
DISTRICT 3
VOTE FOR ONE

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 3
VOTE FOR ONE

Jeffrey E. Beck

DAVID BOLIN
Republican

KARL HANSON

ERIK PAULSEN
Republican

CITY OFFICES

ASHWIN BAXA
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

MAYOR
CITY OF EDINA
VOTE FOR ONE

Jens E. Larsen

Hみんな

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 41A
VOTE FOR ONE

KEITH CONWAY
Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
CITY OF EDINA
VOTE FOR TWO

KEVIN STAUNTON
Conservative-Farmer-Labor

TEO VOLK

RON EBBERT
Republican-Farmer-Labor

JAMIE BRINKLE

Ewen Lauf/Demand

COUNCIL MEMBER
CITY OF EDINA
VOTE FOR TWO

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT

OF THE

SOL AND WATER CONSERVATION
DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
DISTRICT 5
VOTE FOR ONE

Karl Hanson

State and Local

JOHN LONSBURY

ASSOCIATE ENSIGN

SAM SPAHR

K. K. THOMSON

LUCY LANY

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE,
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND
NATURAL AREAS

Edging to Vie or a constitutional amendment, will have the same effect as attending the amendment.

To vote for a constitutional amendment, draw a straight line on the candidate that you believe is the best person to the amendment. To vote against a constitutional amendment, complete the circle for a constitutional amendment. But the voter has the same two votes. Since a constitutional amendment is only for a constitutional amendment.

The Minnesota Constitution can be amended to declare and protect certain workplace, environmental, and medical care protections and benefits for all employees, including employees in the federal, state, local, and private sectors, as well as the following: pollution, waste, and natural resource management; clean water, air, and soil; and the protection of the biota of the state, including fish, game, and other wildlife.

The Minnesota Constitution can be amended to declare and protect certain workplace, environmental, and medical care protections and benefits for all employees, including employees in the federal, state, local, and private sectors, as well as the following: pollution, waste, and natural resource management; clean water, air, and soil; and the protection of the biota of the state, including fish, game, and other wildlife.
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YES

NO

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT